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PERTURBATION THEORY FOR THE IMPURITYSPECIFIC HEAT OF DILUTE MAGNETIC ALLOYS�J. Ma¢kowiak and M. Wi±niewskiInstitute of Physis, Niholas Copernius UniversityGrudzi¡dzka 5, 87-100 Toru«, Poland(Reeived June 21, 2001)Seond order perturbation theory for the free energy of the s�d exhangeHamiltonian HK is applied to CuCr. The temperature dependene of theuto� D(T ) for HK is adjusted to obtain agreement between theory andthe experimental plot of spei� heat for CuCr found by Tripplett andPhilips. We �nd that the funtion D(T ) follows approximately the ruleD(T ) = 103kBT + (kBT )2.PACS numbers: 72.15.Cz, 75.10.Dg, 75.30.Et1. IntrodutionThe theory of Dilute Magneti Alloys (DMA) initiated by Kondo in1964 [1℄ has only partially sueeded in explaining the intriguing propertiesof these materials. Kondo's theory and its extension [2�4℄ explain the pres-ene of an anomalous resistivity minimum in the range of low temperatures.It is founded on the onept of s�d exhange interation [5℄ between thespin density of ondution eletrons and M impurity atoms endowed withmagneti moments 12S:VK(M) = �12J MX�=1 Xu=x;y;z �u(R�)Su�; J < 0 ; (1)where �u denotes the eletron spin density.Sine the early seventies, the single impurity version of the KasuyaHamiltonian HK(1) =Xk� "ka�k�ak� + VK(1) = H0 + VK(1) (2)� Presented at the XII Shool of Modern Physis on Phase Transitions and CritialPhenomena, L¡dek Zdrój, Poland, June 21�24, 2001.(3445)



3446 J. Ma¢kowiak, M. Wi±niewskiattrated the attention of theorists. Wilson and others [6�8℄ applied theRenormalization Group Tehnique (RGT) to the VG Hamiltonian whihmaps onto HK(1) and showed that the spei� heat of HK(1) exhibits a peakin the viinity of the Kondo temperature TK. Suh a peak is observedin the high temperature, magnetially disordered phase of several DMA(e.g. Refs. [9�11℄).Andrei [12℄ and Wiegmann [13℄ independently diagonalized the Hamilto-nian HK(1). The resulting thermodynamis of HK(1) was studied by Andreiet al. [14℄ in the saling regime: B; kBT � D with T0 = D exp(��=0) �xedas 0 = 2J=(1� 3=4J2)! 0; D !1 (B denoting the magneti �eld and Dthe uto� imposed on VK). They obtained a peak in the graph of impurityspei� heat whih oinides with the one found by Oliveira et al. [8℄. Otherthermodynami funtions were also examined. Unfortunately, diret om-parison of these graphs with experiment is impossible due to the absene ofa fundamental parameter in single-impurity theories of DMA � the impu-rity onentration  = MN�1. There is onvining experimental evidenethat all properties of DMA, in partiular impurity spei� heat, are a�etedby variations of  (e.g. Refs. [1, 9�11, 15, 16℄).Our objetive is to establish a theory of DMA founded on theM impurityHamiltonian HK(M), whih inorporates the theory of resistivity of DMAdue to Kondo and aounts for the dependene of all DMA properties on .A preliminary step in this diretion was made in Ref. [18℄, where 2nd orderperturbation theory for the free energy f(HK(M); T ) per ondution eletronof HK(M) was developed. In the magnetially disordered phase of DMA theappropriate unperturbed Hamiltonian is that of the free eletron gas H0.The di�erene f(HK(M); T ) � f(H0; T ) = f2(T ) up to 2nd order in VKequals: f2(T ) = 3J24Nn zFXk;k0(1� fF("k))(1 � fF("k0))e��"k � e��"k0"k � "k0 : (3)The expression (3) is obtained for spin 1/2 impurities. Larger values of impu-rity spin introdue an additional onstant fator. n stands for the number ofondution eletrons, N represents the number of atoms of the host metal,"F denotes the Fermi level, zF = exp(�"F) and fF(") = (1+ z�1F exp(�"))�1.Passing from the summation over momenta to integration over "k =~2k2=2m one obtains�1f2(T ) = 3J2m3j�j24Nn�4~6 "F+DZ"F�D d" "F+DZ"F�D d"0fF(") �1� fF �"0�� p""0"� "0 ; (4)



Perturbation Theory for the Impurity : : : 3447where m denotes the eletron mass and, similarly as in Refs. [12,13℄, a uto�D on the range of interation VK has been imposed. In other words, weassume that only those valene eletrons whih have energies within a thinband around the Fermi level: " 2 ["F�D; "F+D℄, are apable of onveyingthe s�d exhange. Furthermore, we assume thatD is temperature dependentand adjust D(T ) to �t the theoretial impurity free energy �1Nf2(T ) tothe experimental urve �i e(T )= found by Tripplett and Philips for CuCrwith Cr onentration  = 51 � 10�6 [9℄. The adjusted funtion D(T ) hasthe form D(T ) = 103kBT + a(T ) ; (5)where a(T ) is a positive valued inreasing, onvex funtion of the orderof 10�4D(T ), approximately expressed by the formula a(T ) = (kBT )2, = 2:10273 � 103(eV)�1 . A onstant D fails to yield agreement withexperiment. Details of the alulations and resulting plot of D(T ) are givenin the next setion.2. The impurity spei� heat urve of CuCrA well known example of a peak in the impurity spei� heat of DMA isthe one found by Tripplett and Philips [9℄ for CuCr with  ranging between21:2 � 10�6 and 51 � 10�6. Rapid inrease of �1�ie(T ) for CuCr with = 51 � 10�6 below T = 0:07 K (f. Fig. 1 of Ref. [9℄) indiates thepresene of a 2nd order phase transition at T. The range of temperaturesT > T for  < 51 � 10�6 thus orresponds to the magnetially disorderedphase, where the appropriate unperturbed Hamiltonian for HK is H0 andwhere Eqs. (3), (4) an be applied.The expression (4) allows an exat �t of the resulting theoretial urveof �1�i(T ) to the experimental one by adjusting the uto� funtion D(T ).We have veri�ed that D(T ) of the form given by Eq. (5) yields a good �t of�1�i(T ) to the experimental urve plotted in Fig. 1 of Ref. [9℄. The graphof the nonlinear part of D(T ) viz. D(T ) � 103kBT , is plotted in Fig. 1The resulting plot of �1Nf2(T ) is onave and dereasing in T , in aordwith the inequalities�T �2f�T 2 > 0; s = � �f�T � 0 ; (6)satis�ed by the free energy f and entropy s.A onstant D fails to yield agreement with experiment, presumably dueto the large width of the temperature window enountered. The resultingtheory is therefore no longer a mirosopi one, as it requires introdutionof a temperature dependent support for VK(M). The d eletrons in the irontransition series metals are known to be largely ondution eletrons [19℄.
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear part of the uto� D(T ) and its quadrati approximation adjustedto give the agreement between theory and the experimental data depited in Fig. 1of Ref. [9℄.It is therefore di�ult to estimate the real values of magneti moments ofatoms belonging to this series. However, sine the magnitude of this momentfor impurities in DMA introdues only a onstant fator into the r.h.s. ofEqs. (3), (4), we assume for simpliity that below 10K only the s eletronof Cr ontributes to the gas of ondution eletrons in CuCr and that thespin of the resulting Cr+ ions equals 1/2. Under this assumption, S = 1 inEq. (1) for CuCr and Eqs. (3), (4) remain valid.The quantity plotted in Fig. 1 of Ref. [9℄ is�1�ie = �N�1T �2�T 2 (fCuCr � fCu) (7)in J/(K mole Cr) units, where fCuCr denotes the free energy per ondutingeletron for CuCr and fCu that for the eletron gas of pure Cu. One moleof Cr is ontained in �1 = 106=51 moles of CuCr, thereforeN = �1(1� ) 6:022 � 1023 ;n = �1 6:022 � 1023 :The system volume j�j is equal, up to su�ient approximation, to that of�1(1� ) moles of Cu, that is, 1246470.588 g of Cu at about 5K. Thus



Perturbation Theory for the Impurity : : : 3449j�j = j�20j(1 � ��)3 = 137600:5586m3;j�20j denoting the volume at 20oC, � = 16:5 � 10�6K�1. For the Fermilevel "F in Eqs. (3), (4) we substitute the Fermi level of Cu: "F = 7:1 eV.Approximating the derivative on the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) by �T2(�T )�2(�2f2��1f2), where�2f2 = f2(T3)� f2(T2) ; �1f2 = f2(T2)� f2(T1) ;and kB�T = kB(T3 � T2) = kB(T2 � T1) = 10�5 eV, one obtains agreementbetween �1�ie and �1�i at T2 = 0:216 K for J = �0:0028943 eV andD(0:1K) = 0:0086eV = 102kBK. The �t of �1�i to �1�ie at T > 0:216Kresults by adjusting D(T ) aording to Eq. (5) for the �xed value of J .The integral I on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) was evaluated numerially forsuessive values of T and D(T ).For I one obtains the following expressionI = g0(D; q) + g1(D; q) + g2(D; q)+ 2 "F+DZ"F�D d"fF(")p" hp"F �D �p"F +D i
+ 2 "F+DZ"F�D d"fF(")""artanhr ""F +D � artanhr"F �D" # ; (8)where g0(D; q) = �("F �D)2 � ("F � q)2� artanhs"F �D"F � q+(("F �D)("F � q))1=2(D � q) ;g1(D; q) = 4"FD artanhr"F �D"F +D � 2D �"2F �D2�1=2 ;g2(D; q) = �("F � q)2 � ("F +D)2� artanhr "F � q"F +D+(q +D)(("F +D)("F � q))1=2 :The Fermi distribution funtion fF is onstant up to high auray for" < "F � D=10; " > "F + D=10 in the temperature range [0:1K; 10K℄.Thus we put



3450 J. Ma¢kowiak, M. Wi±niewskifF = � 1 for " < "F � q0 for " > "F + q ;where q = D=10. 3. ConlusionsThe theoretial impurity spei� heat urve of CuCr resulting from 2ndorder perturbation theory for the free energy of the s�d exhange Hamilto-nian HK(M) an be adjusted exatly to the experimental one by �tting thetemperature dependene of the uto� D(T ) imposed on the s�d exhangeVK(M). D(T ) proves to be almost linear in T . A onstant D fails to yieldagreement with experiment, presumably due to the relatively wide range oftemperatures enountered. The theory is therefore no longer a mirosopione. This raises the question of the role of higher order terms of perturbationtheory, as well as existene and properties of these terms and f2(HK(M); T )in the saling regime.Support from the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN)for this work, arried out as part of the projet no. 2P03B001 19, is grate-fully aknowledged. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Kondo, Progr. Theor. Phys. 32, 37 (1964).[2℄ J. Ma¢kowiak, Physia A199, 165 (1993).[3℄ J. Ma¢kowiak, Phys. Rep. 308, 235 (1999).[4℄ M. Wi±niewski, PhD thesis, N. Copernius University, Toru« 1999, unpub-lished.[5℄ T. Kasuya, Progr. Theor. Phys. 16, 45 (1956).[6℄ K.G. Wilson Rev. Mod. Phys. 47, 773 (1975).[7℄ H.R. Krishna-murthy, J.W. Wilkins, K.G. Wilson, Phys. Rev. B21, 1003(1980).[8℄ L.N. Oliveira, J.W. Wilkins, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 1553 (1981).[9℄ B.B. Tripplett, W.E. Philips, Phys. Rev. Lett. 27, 1001 (1971).[10℄ C. Rizzuto, Rep. Prog. Phys. 37, 147 (1974).[11℄ J.P. Frank, F.D. Manhester, D.L. Martin, Pro. R. So. A263, 494 (1961).[12℄ N. Andrei, Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 379 (1980).
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